
“Hey—where’s my container?” Questions like these come up every day 
in busy offices. When a customer is waiting on the end of the line, you 
need immediate and accurate answers. With just a few clicks you can 
know the exact time and date a shipment or equipment moved to a 
different location.

RailSight® Demand Trace

RAILSIGHT: DEMAND TRACE

RAILSIGHT DEMAND TRACE 
DELIVERS DATA ON DEMAND
RailSight Demand Trace has the answers. Powered by 
the only single-source provider for freight rail data, 
the solution gives you access to the complete lifecycle 
of your shipments and equipment for more informed 
decisions and better planning. RailSight Demand Trace 
eliminates the need for multiple accounts, saving you 
time, headaches and worry.

FLEXIBILITY DESIGNED FOR 
YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN
RailSight Demand Trace gives you the freedom and 
flexibility to run as many traces as your business needs 
require. With three trace types — last event, new event 
and historical events — and multiple reporting options, 
you get just the data you need, when you need it.

Create traces for up to 1,000 pieces of equipment at 
once. Run a new event trace to see all events reported 
since your last trace. Need a deeper view into the past? 
Run a historical event trace to see all events as far back 
as 90 days. Then, choose whether to save the trace or 
schedule it for later. With RailSight Demand Trace, you 

are only billed for the responses you receive.

AN AFFORDABLE, 
EASY-TO-USE SOLUTION
Designed for businesses large and small, RailSight 
Demand Trace empowers your business users with 
its self-service tracing capabilities. As an easy-to-use, 
hosted solution, you don’t have to rely on your IT 
department for any special set-ups. You can be up and 
running in hours so you can stop guessing and start 
knowing. 

CUSTOMIZABLE DATA
Focus on the data most important to you with 12 
reporting options such as current location, ETA, 
SPLCs, destination and event translation. Event filters 
enable you to refine your trace report further so you 
see only the events you want, eliminating distracting 
clutter from your logistics planning. Use the solution’s 
automatic scheduling feature to streamline fleet 
planning. Your preferred traces will automatically run 
and arrive in your inbox so you can focus on managing 
your business and serving your customers.



To learn more about RailSight  Demand Trace, visit 
www.TransmetriQ.com
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RAILSIGHT DEMAND 
TRACE GIVES YOU: 
• Complete visibility for the lifecycle of your 

shipments and equipment 
• A dedicated web-based portal 
• An easy-to-use hosted solution with no IT set-ups 

or special equipment needed 
• Unlimited trace reporting 
• Twelve format options and multiple event filters 
• Ability to schedule traces to run daily, weekly and 

monthly 
• Automatic delivery to you and others via email, 

FTP, CSV or PDF 

BUILT BY THE INDUSTRY 
LEADER IN RAIL DATA 
RailSight Demand Trace draws its power from the 
RailSight CLM engine, giving you immediate access 
to 9.8 million rail events each day from more than 
600 rail carriers throughout North America. Railinc is 
the proven industry leader in rail data for more than 
30 years, making RailSight Demand Trace the most 
complete and up-to-date data available for your supply 
chain needs. 

ABOUT TRANSMETRIQ
TransmetriQ is powered by Railinc. We’re a team of 
transportation experts, UX designers, data scientists 
and critical thinkers developing insights and solutions 
that help our customers build businesses that compete 
and win. Powered by Railinc, TransmetriQ products are 
uniquely positioned to meet your business needs, now 
and in the future. 


